
6/17/13 (2) 1:30 Weight gain, weight loss, muscle mass, wearing copper
Total Biology is a transition into the RNA Drops.
People look for a reason to help drop the mind chatter.
Conflict is abandonment. To be abandoned means death.
Connection between mother providing food and life.
If mother abandons baby, it will stock pile every bit of food as
fat because fat provides twice as many calories as protein or
sugar.
This is why abandonment is intimately tied to weight gain.
When we put on weight, we are more imposing.
Larger size - enhancing odds of being seen.
Gain respect from the enemy and Mother can find me again.
Can be an indication that a conflict is being resolved.

5:28
So, I'll take the plunge and get RNA Drops.

6:03 Weight gain and the Drops

Wife looks a lot like that -   she feels less than.
Will her body change or loosen our visual bias?
Likely to loosen our visual bias.
Get healthy and be happy about the body you are in.
Balance will come.
Media image is the body of a teenager.
Bias that people who have weight are lazy, unhealthy, etc.
Take the drops and knowing I'm creating perfect cells.

8:33 Wonder if weight has more density
I'm close to the same size but the pounds seem higher
Fat into muscle - inches will change
Body prefers to gain weight is through fat because it's easier.
Bone density loss when they get older, but isn't that a bias
because we are told that's supposed to happen.

10:20 Spoke before a group of eclectic practitioners
Practitioners were testing and finding our products awesome.
After that, Dr. Carolyn got a sore throat.
I've been holding back these words.
When I expressed myself, I had a healing reaction.
24 hour cold and flu, you have an event you attend where you
are in close communication with people.
Set ups for our body to break down tissue connected
to reaction to emotional events and create a cold.
Should just last a day.

that you are less than, magnification of medical establishment.
Disease is the conflict our mind is expressing.
We've created a society of illness.
If you can get the labyrinth of the mind out of the way, you 
will have perfect cells.

16:05 Magnesium stored in the bones. Is that a factor of bone density?

ReMag has helped wih my anxiety.

Michaelangelo painted Eve as a fairly large woman.

Total brainwashing and media propaganda that flus last months,



When you get older, you think, "I better slow down."
They slow down their exercise so they lose their balance and
dexterity, muscle mass, and bone density.

19:15 If there is a health issues, should we add Drops
Yes, increase RNA Drops to benefit.

Drops.

Minerals are building blocks of structure and electricity in
the body.

23:10 Book for weight gain/loss

17 year old granddaughter put on tremendous amount of 
weight but was abandoned by her mother.

26:26
Older man. Toe nail tissue has normalized in 3 weeks.

28:34 Hypertension

would seem to work for you.
If you already on medications, your magnesium will drain.
Magnesium RBC Blood Test
6.5 is optimum
Blood pressure in Total Biology is about problems at the work
place for men.

34:20 I'm interested in the Total Biology of underweight/low muscle
types.

35:20 Daughter has asthma for her whole life; needs inhaler daily.

Gluten allergy - can he take RNA Drops.
Under tongue, being absorbed through mucous membranes.
Never gets to the intestines.
Putting on skin or under the tongue should not effect the
small intestines. But can't guarantee it. Do an experiment.

38:25 Can this help my ears?

RNA Drops help us create perfect cells.

Can't put RNA Drops in your ears because it's food.

Don't want to put magnesium oil in your ears.
But you can put it in a foot bath to absorb into your skin.
Have had testimony of hair getting darker.

Reexperiencing past illnesses - do more ReAline with RNA

What is role of ReLyte? 
12 minerals in pico ionic form and stay in solution together

Biogeneology will give you a good overview.

Client who had problems with eye sight. Mentioned ReMag.

How should I use ReMag for hypertension? RNA Drops?
Can't prescribe over the phone for you. ReMag and ReLyte

We went into anexoria or bulemia in underweight.

She started taking ReMag about a month ago. No more inhaler.
Husband has severe allergies. He's taking ReMag. First time
since he was 13, he doesn't need allergy meds.

Turned 86. No meds. Lots of good health things.
Can't hear tv or children speaking.

ReMag - could be calcification of bones in ears

I do put a couple of drops of ReMag in my ears.



42:47 Cardiologist told brother he saw clot on his heart
Sounds pretty serious.

43:45
That's our mineral catalyst - the list of minerals on the label
FDA requires us to list everything in formulas.
Catalyst is .02% of the whole formula.
It's going to do something in that it boosts the magnesium.
It's not a therapeutic amount of minerals.

44:43 General interpretation of low body weight.
Thin but not extreme of anorexia.
It's usually not thought to be a problem.
Will look in our notes.
Michael Brown in South Africa - consider themselves under
weight and RNA Drops have fleshed out body.

46:02 Losing weight and bone density in wrong places.
Places where it's thin or fat - am I trying to emulate my
ancestors.
Put a bit of attention on the area, "yeah, that's why."
Not total attention.
Say a few things, drop it and move on.

47:57 Effects of RNA Drops on knee replacement and a knee with
cartilage damage.
There are testimonials about this.
In 5-6 months, he's walking up and down stairs, biking.
He's not thinking of knee replacement any more.
Titanium implants - is the body going to replace them or not.
The body will leave it alone and strengthen and support
what's around it.

51:52 Contrast - in a healing state there can be some pain
Aches and pains when we are on the drops - say, "I'm shifting."
Allow our bodies to take care of these things and allow them
to shift.
It's good news; it's called a healing reaction.

53:55 Dietary and lipid related questions. 

What's the next thing I should add? 

That's our whole program.

Magnesium is natural balancer for blood thinning.
Does the ReMag not supply the minerals we need?

Hawaiin Black Salt and Magnesium

RNA Drops or ReNew for spots on arms.
ReMag and ReLyte to build up cells. ReAline detoxifies.

Iodine in ReLyte helped me get off Armor Thyroid.
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